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What can food tell us about how 
vikings lived? 
 

Learning Objective 

 

To infer evidence of how past people lived, using what they ate, and to 
compare this with British diets in the present. 

 

Learning Outcomes 

Pupils will have: 

• Inferred details about how British people live today from a modern 
family menu 

• Discussed what the menu reveals about the background of a household 

• Inferred details about Viking lifestyles from a variety of theoretical 
family menus 

• Discussed what the menus reveal about the lifestyle of theoretical 
Viking households 

• Researched and completed a world map in pairs, showing where food 
from a British household might have come from, and the distances 
travelled. 

• Discussed why there would be very little to put on a similar map of the 
areas of the world explored by the Vikings 

Resources 

• Powerpoint 

• Atlases 

• Blank world maps 

• Variety of modern foods consumed in Britain 
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Initial Stimulus Activity or Starter 

 

Display the daily menu of a modern British family, from Slide Two of the 
PowerPoint.  

 

Display the following questions from Slide Three: 

• Do you think the family are rich or poor? 

• What kind of place might they live in? 

• Can you tell what this family believe from what they eat? 

Reveal the details of this theoretical household, from Slide Four. Lead 
discussion about how the diet compares with what families consume across 
the class (be sensitive to cultural and class differences). Emphasise the points 
on Slide Five that: 

• Many kinds of foods are available in Britain today 

• Foods can come fresh from abroad and can be preserved in fridges, 
freezers and tins  

• Healthy food often costs more than unhealthy food (e.g. A white loaf of 
bread made with lots of salt and sugar is cheaper than brown bread 
made with seeds in it) 

• The kind of food you can buy may depend on where you live 

• What you eat is affected by what you believe, and how rich or poor you 
may be 

• But it is complicated- you can’t always tell where someone is from, or 
what they believe in, just from what they eat. 

 

Activity One  

Give out copies of the following Viking menus to pairs, from Slides Six to Nine 
(these are theoretical menus based on the kinds of food that archaeological 
remains reveal Viking people ate in particular locations). Reinforce the point 
from the first lesson “What can broken pots tell us about what Vikings ate?” 
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that the archaeological evidence is often incomplete and that archaeologists 
have to make inferences from what has been left behind. 

Display the questions on Slide Ten, and allow pairs time to consider what each 
menu might reveal about the Viking people who might have eaten them. 

 

Activity Two 

Reveal the details of each Viking household from Slides Ten to Twelve. Lead 
discussion about what the menus and household details might tell us about the 
Vikings. 

 

Activity Three 

Bring in a range of food from a fridge, and other foods preserved in tins or kept 
in packets. Place these on the desk in front of the class. Give out blank world 
maps to pairs (a map can be found on Slide Thirteen), and allow each pair to 
use an atlas. Against the clock, ask one person from each pair to come to the 
front and identify the country of origin of a single food item at a time.  Instruct 
them to return to their partner with the information, so that the country of 
origin can be identified from the Atlas, and labelled on the blank map. So, if the 
country of origin is the UK, ask them find it on the map, and place a tick on it). 
For other countries of origin, the pair should draw a red arrow stretching from 
the country in question to the UK. Using the atlas, they should check the 
approximate distance between the two places, and write this along the red 
arrow they have drawn. Once complete, lead discussion about what the 
competed maps show about Britain today. 

Plenary 

Display the map from Slide Fifteen, which shows the extent of Viking 
exploration, and highlights the location of Yorkshire and Denmark. Lead 
discussion about what kind of world map pupils might be able to produce to 
show the import of food around the Viking world. Lead discussion, taking 
suggestions from pairs. The point is that it would be very difficult to complete 
such a map showing trade in food, because it was difficult to preserve most 
food for very long periods, and evidence from Viking households shows that 
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most of what Viking people ate was produced in their own locality, reflecting 
what was most easily available there. The exception is dried fish, which you 
can tell the class was one of the most important traded products of the Viking 
Age: Viking fishermen dominated this trade, shipping barrels of it all around 
Europe. Why might dried fish have been important? (Answer: it can be stored 
for long periods, so is useful to keep over long, cold winters, and also to take 
with you on long journeys).  So this is the start of what we see today, where we 
can keep foods for long periods of time, and ship it all over the world. 

 

 

 

 

 


